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Today’s Goal is to Summarize our Today’s Goal is to Summarize our 
Forthcoming BookForthcoming Book

•• INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT FOR TAXABLE, PRIVATE INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT FOR TAXABLE, PRIVATE 
INVESTORS: A HANDBOOKINVESTORS: A HANDBOOK

•• Authors: Jarrod Wilcox, Jeffrey Horvitz and Dan Authors: Jarrod Wilcox, Jeffrey Horvitz and Dan 
diBartolomeodiBartolomeo

•• We expect the book to be distributed by CFA Research We expect the book to be distributed by CFA Research 
FoundationFoundation
–– The good news is that it’s short; 200 double spaced pagesThe good news is that it’s short; 200 double spaced pages
–– My slides today are the abridged version. If you pay attention My slides today are the abridged version. If you pay attention 

today, you can tell everyone that you read it without actually today, you can tell everyone that you read it without actually 
making the effortmaking the effort

•• All this stuff may be handy for looking after your own All this stuff may be handy for looking after your own 
wealthwealth



Here’s What We Want to Cover in the Here’s What We Want to Cover in the 
Next Hour. It’s a LotNext Hour. It’s a Lot
•• The challenge of private clientsThe challenge of private clients
•• Finance theory and the private investor Finance theory and the private investor 
•• Changing preference functions through the life cycleChanging preference functions through the life cycle
•• Lifestyle and wealth transfer considerations in asset class Lifestyle and wealth transfer considerations in asset class 

selectionselection
•• Overview of taxation of investmentsOverview of taxation of investments
•• Techniques for improving afterTechniques for improving after--tax performancetax performance
•• Key differences between managing institutional assets Key differences between managing institutional assets 

and high net worth clientsand high net worth clients
•• Portfolio management as a manufacturing exercisePortfolio management as a manufacturing exercise
•• Integration of tax deferred (i.e. retirement plans) and Integration of tax deferred (i.e. retirement plans) and 

taxed assetstaxed assets
•• Dealing with concentrated positionsDealing with concentrated positions



The Challenge of Private ClientsThe Challenge of Private Clients

•• Private clients are heterogeneous. They require a high Private clients are heterogeneous. They require a high 
degree of customizationdegree of customization
–– Most investments are taxable, and taxes are a vastly bigger Most investments are taxable, and taxes are a vastly bigger 

issue than the transaction costs that all investors faceissue than the transaction costs that all investors face
–– Private investors will have different pools of wealth set aside Private investors will have different pools of wealth set aside to to 

fund specific consumption eventsfund specific consumption events
–– Investor preference functions evolve during a finite life span. Investor preference functions evolve during a finite life span. 

The goals and objective will be constantly changingThe goals and objective will be constantly changing
–– The desire to liquidate investment assets for consumption is lesThe desire to liquidate investment assets for consumption is less s 

predictable than institutionspredictable than institutions
–– Too much similarity among multiple private client accounts can Too much similarity among multiple private client accounts can 

be considered an illegal, unregistered mutual fund by the SECbe considered an illegal, unregistered mutual fund by the SEC



Good practices when working with Good practices when working with 
private clientsprivate clients
•• Even very wealthy individuals rarely have a staff of Even very wealthy individuals rarely have a staff of 

investment experts and consultants to help them investment experts and consultants to help them 
create sound investment policiescreate sound investment policies

•• It is incumbent upon the investment firm to act in a It is incumbent upon the investment firm to act in a 
greater fiduciary capacitygreater fiduciary capacity
–– Clients have to be educated about the economic ramifications Clients have to be educated about the economic ramifications 

of policy decisions in an of policy decisions in an afterafter--taxtax context, particularly the context, particularly the 
pros and cons of active versus passive management of pros and cons of active versus passive management of 
taxable assetstaxable assets

–– You can’t assume that if an investor buys into your You can’t assume that if an investor buys into your 
investment product that it’s the right product for theminvestment product that it’s the right product for them

•• For institutional portfolios, the intellectual capacity of For institutional portfolios, the intellectual capacity of 
the investment firm can be concentrated on the the investment firm can be concentrated on the 
investment markets. For high net worth individuals investment markets. For high net worth individuals 
equal attention must be focused on constant equal attention must be focused on constant 
adaptation to client needs and preferencesadaptation to client needs and preferences



Finance Theory and the Private Finance Theory and the Private 
InvestorInvestor
•• The QuasiThe Quasi--Efficient MarketEfficient Market

–– If the market is relatively efficient after we take account of If the market is relatively efficient after we take account of 
traditional transaction costs, it will seem all the more efficietraditional transaction costs, it will seem all the more efficient nt 
when the large bite of taxes is includedwhen the large bite of taxes is included

–– Adding alpha through tax deferral and risk control builds wealthAdding alpha through tax deferral and risk control builds wealth
more reliably than the vast majority of active strategiesmore reliably than the vast majority of active strategies

•• Utility TheoryUtility Theory
–– The finite and complex lives of individuals may very difficult tThe finite and complex lives of individuals may very difficult to o 

express their economic utility via simple utility functionsexpress their economic utility via simple utility functions
–– Most institutional investors need extensive analysis to establisMost institutional investors need extensive analysis to establish h 

appropriate levels of investment aggressiveness.  How can we appropriate levels of investment aggressiveness.  How can we 
expect high net worth investors who are not investment experts expect high net worth investors who are not investment experts 
to numerically articulate their preference functions?to numerically articulate their preference functions?



More Theoretical ConcernsMore Theoretical Concerns

•• Markowitz MeanMarkowitz Mean--variance optimization variance optimization 
–– We need to have inputs in an afterWe need to have inputs in an after--tax formtax form
–– Private investors care a lot about absolute risk as well as Private investors care a lot about absolute risk as well as 

tracking errortracking error
–– Estimation errors are especially important as it’s often expensiEstimation errors are especially important as it’s often expensive ve 

to rebalance taxable portfolios.to rebalance taxable portfolios.
–– Asset allocations need to include hard to measure assets such asAsset allocations need to include hard to measure assets such as

real estate, as these are often a large part of investor wealthreal estate, as these are often a large part of investor wealth
–– Asymmetries in the tax code may create skew in the after tax Asymmetries in the tax code may create skew in the after tax 

return distribution in some extreme casesreturn distribution in some extreme cases
–– Markowitz MVO is a single period model. There is only “now” Markowitz MVO is a single period model. There is only “now” 

and “forever”.  The IRS doesn’t see the world that way.and “forever”.  The IRS doesn’t see the world that way.
–– Risk tolerance changes over time and with wealth. We need to Risk tolerance changes over time and with wealth. We need to 

think aheadthink ahead
–– High rebalancing costs create significant linkages across time High rebalancing costs create significant linkages across time 

periodsperiods



Even More ConcernsEven More Concerns
•• The Capital Asset Pricing ModelThe Capital Asset Pricing Model

–– Assumes no trading costs and no taxesAssumes no trading costs and no taxes
–– Limited research on what passive portfolios would be most Limited research on what passive portfolios would be most 

efficient on an afterefficient on an after--tax basistax basis
•• Option Valuation TheoryOption Valuation Theory

–– Assuming costless continuous rebalancing of the hedgeAssuming costless continuous rebalancing of the hedge
–– The choice to realize a taxable gain or loss can be modeled as The choice to realize a taxable gain or loss can be modeled as 

an option, so asset specific risk can be a plus an option, so asset specific risk can be a plus 
•• Stochastic Growth TheoryStochastic Growth Theory

–– We know how aggressive investors should be if all they care We know how aggressive investors should be if all they care 
about is maximizing wealth at the end of time, with no about is maximizing wealth at the end of time, with no 
consumption concerns in the interimconsumption concerns in the interim

C = A C = A –– SS22/2/2

–– This doesn’t fit very well conceptually with the finite lives ofThis doesn’t fit very well conceptually with the finite lives of
individualsindividuals



Changing preferences through the life Changing preferences through the life 
cyclecycle
•• The key issue in formulating investment policies is how The key issue in formulating investment policies is how 

aggressive or conservative an investor should be to aggressive or conservative an investor should be to 
maximize their long term wealth subject to a shortfall maximize their long term wealth subject to a shortfall 
constraint (a floor on wealth). constraint (a floor on wealth). One way to express this isOne way to express this is

U =  E{ R * (1U =  E{ R * (1--T*) T*) -- L SL S22 (1(1--T*)T*)22 / 2 }/ 2 }

–– L is the ratio of total assets/net worth L is the ratio of total assets/net worth 
–– In Northfield terminology RAP = 2/LIn Northfield terminology RAP = 2/L
–– T* is the effective tax rateT* is the effective tax rate

•• Total assets and liabilities on an investor’s “life balance Total assets and liabilities on an investor’s “life balance 
sheet” can be flexibly defined to include the present sheet” can be flexibly defined to include the present 
value of implied assets such as lifetime employment value of implied assets such as lifetime employment 
savings, expected expenses such as college tuition, savings, expected expenses such as college tuition, 
insurance, estate taxesinsurance, estate taxes



Life Cycle InvestingLife Cycle Investing

•• The “life balance sheet” concept integrates changes in The “life balance sheet” concept integrates changes in 
both age and financial wealth into a single determinant both age and financial wealth into a single determinant 
of optimal aggressivenessof optimal aggressiveness

•• Using this procedure will maximize the median rather Using this procedure will maximize the median rather 
than the mean of log wealth in the long run. This is than the mean of log wealth in the long run. This is 
similar to the concept to Constant Proportion Portfolio similar to the concept to Constant Proportion Portfolio 
InsuranceInsurance

•• The value of “flexibility options” such as changing The value of “flexibility options” such as changing 
careers, or cutting expenses to increase savings can be careers, or cutting expenses to increase savings can be 
roughly approximated for inclusion on the balance sheetroughly approximated for inclusion on the balance sheet

•• Even if an investor can’t describe every “implied asset” Even if an investor can’t describe every “implied asset” 
or “implied liability” this a great framework for discussion or “implied liability” this a great framework for discussion 
of risk preferencesof risk preferences



Lifestyle and wealth transfer Lifestyle and wealth transfer 
considerations in asset class selectionconsiderations in asset class selection
•• There are lots of potential high net worth investorsThere are lots of potential high net worth investors

–– In 2004, there were more than 75,000 people in the world with In 2004, there were more than 75,000 people in the world with 
net worth in excess of $30 Million and 7.5 million people with net worth in excess of $30 Million and 7.5 million people with 
net worth in excess of $1 Million, excluding primary residencenet worth in excess of $1 Million, excluding primary residence

•• Spending and consumption are differentSpending and consumption are different
–– If you’re rich enough it’s hard to consume your wealthIf you’re rich enough it’s hard to consume your wealth
–– Think of a hierarchy of expenditure needsThink of a hierarchy of expenditure needs
–– Spending requires cash not income, unless legally constrainedSpending requires cash not income, unless legally constrained

•• Deferral of capital gain tax becomes more valuable with Deferral of capital gain tax becomes more valuable with 
age, but estate tax only impacts the wealthiest 2% of US age, but estate tax only impacts the wealthiest 2% of US 
investors investors 

•• The mechanism of tax deferral is not a tax free loan. It’s The mechanism of tax deferral is not a tax free loan. It’s 
more like a limited partnership where the government is more like a limited partnership where the government is 
a silent partner.  Deferring taxes allows for faster wealth a silent partner.  Deferring taxes allows for faster wealth 
accumulation through faster compoundingaccumulation through faster compounding



Lifestyle and asset class selectionLifestyle and asset class selection
•• Gross returns to net wealth accumulationGross returns to net wealth accumulation

–– Costs and management feesCosts and management fees
–– Income, capital gain and estate taxesIncome, capital gain and estate taxes
–– Inflation Inflation 
–– ConsumptionConsumption

•• Each major asset class has pros and consEach major asset class has pros and cons
–– Both Equities and Fixed income as asset classes have had very Both Equities and Fixed income as asset classes have had very 

long periods of positive and negative after tax real returnslong periods of positive and negative after tax real returns
–– Cash equivalent instruments are highly correlated with inflationCash equivalent instruments are highly correlated with inflation

but consistently produce negative real returns after taxesbut consistently produce negative real returns after taxes
–– Real estate provides significant tax benefits but isn’t liquidReal estate provides significant tax benefits but isn’t liquid

•• AfterAfter--tax volatility is less than pretax volatility is less than pre--tax, so hedge funds tax, so hedge funds 
often look surprisingly attractiveoften look surprisingly attractive
–– But hedge funds are highly taxable from short term gainsBut hedge funds are highly taxable from short term gains
–– Performance fees across multiple hedge funds combine to force Performance fees across multiple hedge funds combine to force 

very high effective fees. Consider an investor who has two very high effective fees. Consider an investor who has two 
hedge funds: fund A has 40% return, fund B is hedge funds: fund A has 40% return, fund B is --40%. What’s 40%. What’s 
the total fee if each fund is 1% + 20% of profit?the total fee if each fund is 1% + 20% of profit?



Overview of US taxation of investmentsOverview of US taxation of investments
•• The “effective” mechanism of income taxationThe “effective” mechanism of income taxation

–– Published tax rates are less crucial to effective tax rates thanPublished tax rates are less crucial to effective tax rates than the the 
definition of taxable amounts, character of profits, and definition of taxable amounts, character of profits, and 
limitations on “netting”limitations on “netting”

–– Taxes on income are hard to defer, while the option to defer Taxes on income are hard to defer, while the option to defer 
capital gain taxes has significant value if done for long termscapital gain taxes has significant value if done for long terms

–– Limitations on tax loss “carryLimitations on tax loss “carry--forward” complicate economic forward” complicate economic 
valuation of netting optionsvaluation of netting options

–– State taxes matter tooState taxes matter too
•• Alternative Minimum Tax impacts investors with large Alternative Minimum Tax impacts investors with large 

investment returns relative to earned incomeinvestment returns relative to earned income
–– An extra tax that is levied on investment returns that otherwiseAn extra tax that is levied on investment returns that otherwise

would be subject to lower (or zero) rate of tax.  For example, would be subject to lower (or zero) rate of tax.  For example, 
the income on taxthe income on tax--exempt bondsexempt bonds

–– Effective tax rates on different asset classes are closer togethEffective tax rates on different asset classes are closer together er 
than the published rates would suggestthan the published rates would suggest

•• Losses must be applied to gains of like characterLosses must be applied to gains of like character
–– You can’t offset short term gains with long term lossesYou can’t offset short term gains with long term losses



Tax treatment of asset classesTax treatment of asset classes

•• Fixed IncomeFixed Income
–– Taxable interest at the highest marginal rateTaxable interest at the highest marginal rate
–– Alternative minimum tax must be considered for the taxable/tax Alternative minimum tax must be considered for the taxable/tax 

exempt bond allocationexempt bond allocation
–– “Taxable equivalent yield” is a useful measure only if the bond “Taxable equivalent yield” is a useful measure only if the bond is is 

likely to be held to maturity.  Since most people don’t hold to likely to be held to maturity.  Since most people don’t hold to 
maturity, the effective tax rate for long term tax exempt bond imaturity, the effective tax rate for long term tax exempt bond is s 
higher than short maturities due to potential for capital gainshigher than short maturities due to potential for capital gains

•• Equities Equities 
–– Dividends taxed at same rate as long term capital gainsDividends taxed at same rate as long term capital gains
–– High crossHigh cross--sectional dispersion increases the value of tax sectional dispersion increases the value of tax 

deferral options, reducing effective tax ratedeferral options, reducing effective tax rate
–– Short positions are taxed at the higher short term gain rateShort positions are taxed at the higher short term gain rate

•• Mutual funds and REITsMutual funds and REITs
–– Pass through of capital gains but not lossesPass through of capital gains but not losses
–– Possible acceleration of capital gain taxes due to “embedded” Possible acceleration of capital gain taxes due to “embedded” 

capital gainscapital gains



More tax stuffMore tax stuff
•• Real estateReal estate

–– Depreciation deductions can help convert ordinary income to Depreciation deductions can help convert ordinary income to 
capital gain taxed at a special ratecapital gain taxed at a special rate

•• Constructive ownership/dispositionConstructive ownership/disposition
–– A lot of hedging schemes are tax risky as they can be construed A lot of hedging schemes are tax risky as they can be construed 

as “constructive disposition”as “constructive disposition”
•• The Federal Estate tax is often referred to a “nearly The Federal Estate tax is often referred to a “nearly 

optional, as there are numerous ways to avoid most of it optional, as there are numerous ways to avoid most of it 
through trusts and other legal structuresthrough trusts and other legal structures
–– But watch for the Generation Skipping TaxBut watch for the Generation Skipping Tax

•• Retirement accounts are taxRetirement accounts are tax--deferred with deductible deferred with deductible 
contributions, or have noncontributions, or have non--deductible contributions with deductible contributions with 
tax exempt withdrawalstax exempt withdrawals

•• Tax schemes in other countries are sufficiently similar to Tax schemes in other countries are sufficiently similar to 
the US that most tax considerations are comparable in the US that most tax considerations are comparable in 
their impact on investment choicestheir impact on investment choices



Basic techniques for improving afterBasic techniques for improving after--
tax performancetax performance
•• Basic #1: Basic #1: Pay attention to tax lotsPay attention to tax lots

–– If your portfolio management system can’t tell you which lot If your portfolio management system can’t tell you which lot 
you’re selling, don’t manage private clientsyou’re selling, don’t manage private clients

•• Hold all stocks for long term capital gainHold all stocks for long term capital gain
–– Nobody is good enough to overcome a 20% incremental taxNobody is good enough to overcome a 20% incremental tax

•• Harvest tax losses whenever feasibleHarvest tax losses whenever feasible
–– Taking 30% loss is a good rule of thumbTaking 30% loss is a good rule of thumb

•• Controlling turnover is keyControlling turnover is key
–– Keep investment related turnover to an absolute minimumKeep investment related turnover to an absolute minimum
–– Passive management is an excellent choice for high net worth Passive management is an excellent choice for high net worth 

investorsinvestors
–– Active managers Active managers absolutely must absolutely must intelligently offset intelligently offset 

gains/lossesgains/losses
•• Consider actuarial probability of stepped up cost basis at Consider actuarial probability of stepped up cost basis at 

death to escape capital gain taxes entirelydeath to escape capital gain taxes entirely



More tax aware investingMore tax aware investing
•• Consider each asset class inside a retirement account as Consider each asset class inside a retirement account as 

distinct from its taxable counterpart. distinct from its taxable counterpart. The effective tax The effective tax 
rates are vastly differentrates are vastly different

•• Evaluate the taxable/tax exempt bond decision inclusive Evaluate the taxable/tax exempt bond decision inclusive 
of Alternative Minimum Tax if applicableof Alternative Minimum Tax if applicable
–– Tax “loss harvesting” has always been a prevalent practice Tax “loss harvesting” has always been a prevalent practice 

among tax exempt bond investors among tax exempt bond investors 

•• You can generate tax deferral by holding on to position You can generate tax deferral by holding on to position 
that is “nearly hedged” with a derivativethat is “nearly hedged” with a derivative
–– But make sure you’ve calculated afterBut make sure you’ve calculated after--tax hedge ratio and the tax hedge ratio and the 

tax treatment of the hedging instrumenttax treatment of the hedging instrument
–– Many derivative based tax deferral strategies involve overpricedMany derivative based tax deferral strategies involve overpriced

OTC options or warrantsOTC options or warrants



Checklist for institutional managers Checklist for institutional managers 
taking on a private clienttaking on a private client

•• Private client objectives are not easily summarized in Private client objectives are not easily summarized in 
conventional benchmark indicesconventional benchmark indices
–– What is the economic meaning of “afterWhat is the economic meaning of “after--tax” tracking error?tax” tracking error?
–– “Suitability” means as much as optimality“Suitability” means as much as optimality

•• Taxes are a key driverTaxes are a key driver
–– Use effective tax rates for asset allocation decisionsUse effective tax rates for asset allocation decisions
–– Run security portfolios with taxRun security portfolios with tax--efficiency in mindefficiency in mind
–– Tax “alpha” is real, consistently available and large (30 to 100Tax “alpha” is real, consistently available and large (30 to 100

bps)bps)
•• Asset managers have a fiduciary duty to advise clients Asset managers have a fiduciary duty to advise clients 

sensiblysensibly
–– What’s your realistic expectation of your active management What’s your realistic expectation of your active management 

alpha after taxes?  If alpha after taxes?  If it’sit’s negative, passive management is the negative, passive management is the 
way to goway to go

•• The volatility of after tax returns is reduced The volatility of after tax returns is reduced 
proportionately to the effective tax rateproportionately to the effective tax rate



More issues for institutional managers More issues for institutional managers 
taking private clientstaking private clients

•• Performance measure of taxable accounts is problematicPerformance measure of taxable accounts is problematic
–– CFA standards require that if you report afterCFA standards require that if you report after--tax returns you tax returns you 

have to count tax payments as costs, and changes in contingent have to count tax payments as costs, and changes in contingent 
tax liabilities ought be communicated to clients,tax liabilities ought be communicated to clients,

–– Some people advocate “full liquidation” performance Some people advocate “full liquidation” performance 
calculations. Aftercalculations. After--tax return is the percentage change of tax return is the percentage change of 
periodic afterperiodic after--tax liquidation valuetax liquidation value

•• Risk management policies matter even more for taxable Risk management policies matter even more for taxable 
investorsinvestors
–– It can be very expensive to revise asset allocationsIt can be very expensive to revise asset allocations

•• Private clients often have large concentrated positions as Private clients often have large concentrated positions as 
a result of inheritance or business ownershipsa result of inheritance or business ownerships
–– Any transition strategy must weigh taxes carefully against the Any transition strategy must weigh taxes carefully against the 

improved compounding through lower risk improved compounding through lower risk 
•• Private clients care a lot about absolute return and riskPrivate clients care a lot about absolute return and risk

–– You need cash for spendingYou need cash for spending
–– Taxes are levied on absolute profits, not index relative profitsTaxes are levied on absolute profits, not index relative profits



Portfolio management as a Portfolio management as a 
manufacturing exercisemanufacturing exercise
•• ““Mass customization” is the key to managing large Mass customization” is the key to managing large 

volumes of high net worth clients.  Separate the volumes of high net worth clients.  Separate the 
investment process into three distinct rolesinvestment process into three distinct roles
–– Client relationship to define client needs and wantsClient relationship to define client needs and wants
–– Investment research and “best ideas” investment modelsInvestment research and “best ideas” investment models
–– Adaptation of “best idea models” to individual client needs.  ThAdaptation of “best idea models” to individual client needs.  This is 

is the usual bottleneck for large volumes, but it can now be is the usual bottleneck for large volumes, but it can now be 
effectively automatedeffectively automated

•• Most firms do a poor job with private client accountsMost firms do a poor job with private client accounts
–– Taxes are often ignored, or treated as a last minute afterthoughTaxes are often ignored, or treated as a last minute afterthoughtt
–– Or they use taxes as an excuse to do “pseudo passive” Or they use taxes as an excuse to do “pseudo passive” 

management at active management feesmanagement at active management fees



More Portfolio manufacturingMore Portfolio manufacturing
•• Using “tax aware optimization” to index track the “best Using “tax aware optimization” to index track the “best 

ideas” model portfolios to different clientsideas” model portfolios to different clients
–– Adjust alphas to reflect expected afterAdjust alphas to reflect expected after--tax dividend streamtax dividend stream
–– Treat capital gain taxes as big transaction costsTreat capital gain taxes as big transaction costs
–– Amortize taxes to reflect portfolio turnover, compounding value Amortize taxes to reflect portfolio turnover, compounding value 

of tax deferral, and likelihood of stepped up cost basisof tax deferral, and likelihood of stepped up cost basis
–– Adjust risk aversion to absolute and index relative risksAdjust risk aversion to absolute and index relative risks
–– Adapt number of stock names to different portfolio sizesAdapt number of stock names to different portfolio sizes
–– Build in compliance constraints such as social responsibility Build in compliance constraints such as social responsibility 

restrictionsrestrictions
–– Exploring the tax/risk efficient frontier to maximize long term Exploring the tax/risk efficient frontier to maximize long term 

wealth accumulation for transition of legacy portfolioswealth accumulation for transition of legacy portfolios
•• Emphasize tax aware strategiesEmphasize tax aware strategies

–– Value strategies sell what went up. Bad for taxes compared to Value strategies sell what went up. Bad for taxes compared to 
momentum strategies at the same turnovermomentum strategies at the same turnover

–– Quant strategies are more flexible than bottom up stock picksQuant strategies are more flexible than bottom up stock picks
–– Stock universes with higher crossStock universes with higher cross--sectional dispersion (e.g. small sectional dispersion (e.g. small 

cap) increase the value of the tax deferral optioncap) increase the value of the tax deferral option



Manufacturing the really custom Manufacturing the really custom 
solutionsolution
•• You can “manufacture” some very sophisticated casesYou can “manufacture” some very sophisticated cases

–– Offsetting capital gains and losses across asset classesOffsetting capital gains and losses across asset classes
–– Provide a “tax efficiency overlay” service for clients with exteProvide a “tax efficiency overlay” service for clients with external rnal 

managersmanagers
–– Finding the Finding the globally optimal solutionglobally optimal solution across the multiple across the multiple 

portfolios of an entire family, each with its own tax portfolios of an entire family, each with its own tax 
circumstances and constraintscircumstances and constraints

•• You can use the manufacturing paradigm to help You can use the manufacturing paradigm to help 
marketingmarketing
–– Help your marketing with “what if” examples with prospective Help your marketing with “what if” examples with prospective 

clients with legacy portfoliosclients with legacy portfolios
–– Cost effectively manage smaller accounts to broaden client basisCost effectively manage smaller accounts to broaden client basis

and handle small accounts of big clientsand handle small accounts of big clients



Integration of tax deferred (i.e. Integration of tax deferred (i.e. 
retirement plans) and taxed assetsretirement plans) and taxed assets
•• There are a whole myriad of “individual retirement There are a whole myriad of “individual retirement 

plans” for US investors. Similar schemes in many plans” for US investors. Similar schemes in many 
countries countries 
–– Either tax deductible contributions and tax deferralEither tax deductible contributions and tax deferral
–– Or nonOr non--deductible contributions and tax exempt investment deductible contributions and tax exempt investment 

earnings earnings 
–– For the very wealthy, IRPs are of lesser importanceFor the very wealthy, IRPs are of lesser importance

•• Asset allocation and asset location are one problemAsset allocation and asset location are one problem
–– Treat each asset class inside an IRP as distinct from the normalTreat each asset class inside an IRP as distinct from the normal

class with its own effective tax used in asset allocationclass with its own effective tax used in asset allocation
–– Funding for unexpected expenditures should be outside the IRP Funding for unexpected expenditures should be outside the IRP 

as there are penalties for early withdrawalsas there are penalties for early withdrawals
–– Most heavily taxed asset such as taxable bonds go inside IRPsMost heavily taxed asset such as taxable bonds go inside IRPs

•• Rebalancing asset allocations will usually mean moving Rebalancing asset allocations will usually mean moving 
money from stocks to bonds, so a balanced IRP account money from stocks to bonds, so a balanced IRP account 
can minimize rebalancing tax costscan minimize rebalancing tax costs
–– Tax inefficient equity funds can go insider IRPsTax inefficient equity funds can go insider IRPs



Dealing with concentrated positionsDealing with concentrated positions
•• What do you do with a client that has $1 Billion dollars in What do you do with a client that has $1 Billion dollars in 

one stock with low cost basis?one stock with low cost basis?
•• Truncate the risk using a “costless collar” Truncate the risk using a “costless collar” 

–– Write call, use the call proceeds buy putWrite call, use the call proceeds buy put
–– Option transaction costs can be highOption transaction costs can be high
–– It’s a holding action at best, doesn’t solve the problemIt’s a holding action at best, doesn’t solve the problem

•• Prepaid variable forwardPrepaid variable forward
–– A fancier version of the collar strategy using an OTC derivativeA fancier version of the collar strategy using an OTC derivative

•• A leveraged complementary fund is a way outA leveraged complementary fund is a way out
–– Margin the big holding to get fresh cashMargin the big holding to get fresh cash
–– Short an index ETF to bring market exposure downShort an index ETF to bring market exposure down
–– Use the fresh cash to fund a complementary fund that offsets Use the fresh cash to fund a complementary fund that offsets 

the factor risks of the big position using a mix of volatile stothe factor risks of the big position using a mix of volatile stockscks
–– Harvest taxes losses in the complementary fund, and use to Harvest taxes losses in the complementary fund, and use to 

offset gains on sales from the big position.  The big position goffset gains on sales from the big position.  The big position gets ets 
whittled down over timewhittled down over time

–– The risk is a having to liquidate during a broad market decline The risk is a having to liquidate during a broad market decline 
that creates a short term capital gain on the ETFthat creates a short term capital gain on the ETF



ConclusionsConclusions

•• Good asset management for high net worth individuals Good asset management for high net worth individuals 
requires lots of intellectual effort on the clients needs, as requires lots of intellectual effort on the clients needs, as 
well as investment market opportunitieswell as investment market opportunities

•• Lots of good theory and “best practices” have been Lots of good theory and “best practices” have been 
developed in recent years on how to manage taxable developed in recent years on how to manage taxable 
private clientsprivate clients

•• Asset allocation and security portfolio strategies can Asset allocation and security portfolio strategies can 
reliably obtain economically substantial “tax alpha”reliably obtain economically substantial “tax alpha”

•• The heterogeneity of private clients can be cost The heterogeneity of private clients can be cost 
effectively handled through the “portfolio manufacturing” effectively handled through the “portfolio manufacturing” 
paradigm. paradigm. 
–– It’s a winIt’s a win--win.  Better investment results for the clients and win.  Better investment results for the clients and 

lower operating costs for the asset management firmlower operating costs for the asset management firm


